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ABSTRACT In this survey, we analyze the proposals of vehicular communication systems in the context of
road traffic management. Starting with the definition of communications between vehicles (V2V), vehicles-
to-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicles-to-everything (V2X), we first focus on the requirements and current
standards for the Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), including the maximum communication delay, the
communication range and the size of messages (in the case of V2I transmission). After that, we analyze the
use cases in line with the implementation of intelligent trafficmanagement and review the respectivemethods
that support or directly manage traffic on roads. One of the primary objectives of this paper is to highlight
the architectures of four classes of systems able to support vehicular traffic management and communication
between vehicles and roadside infrastructure, namely: vehicular cloud computing (VCC), cloudlets, Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC) and fog computing. In this context, we also present our classification of the methods
for these four classes of architectures. In the end, we provide our opinion on problems and limitations
concerning the deployment of mechanisms belonging to each considered architecture class.

INDEX TERMS Vehicular networks, VANETs, intelligent vehicles, vehicular cloud computing, cloudlets,
cloud infrastructure, mobile edge computing, fog computing, road trafficmanagement, intelligent transporta-
tion systems, ITS, machine-to-machine communications.

I. INTRODUCTION
The scope of Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs) is to
facilitate information exchange between vehicles – known
as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, as well as
to provide vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) or even vehicle-
to-everything (V2X) communication possibilities mainly to
improve safety on the road, and enhance road traffic man-
agement [1]. Such networks are formed by vehicles equipped
with On-Board Units (OBUs) and the components of the
roadside infrastructure (referred to as Roadside Units –
RSUs). They can be the basis for applications like route
planning for drivers or suggesting the speed of vehicles to
minimize their fuel consumption.Most vehicular applications
and services require low-latency communications as the con-
ditions on the road may change quickly, and there is little
time for reaction. Implementing traffic management services
by machines is a non-trivial problem as there is little time to
exchange the data, process the information, and react to road
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events. Therefore, there is a need to design vehicular networks
able to operate in real-time.

Road safety can be improved, e.g., by disseminating infor-
mation about collisions in a specific area or informing the
drivers about the conditions on roads. The faster such data is
disseminated, the more time drivers have for their reaction.
Road safety can also be improved by systems managed by
machines processing the trajectories of vehicles and warning
the drivers if they are heading to an accident.

The roadside infrastructure can be considered as a manage-
ment system in VANETs. Current vehicular cloud comput-
ing (VCC) systems offer high computing power that is needed
to analyze the data and send replies to vehicles. The problem
is that the localization of those clouds is often distant from
the drivers and, because of that, communication latency gets
increased. Minimizing the latency is, thus, a critical issue and
particular solutions, for instance, based on fog computing,
mobile edge computing and cloudlets can be used to reduce it.

The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is viewed
as an advanced architecture using a multitude of technolo-
gies (networking equipment, sensors, etc.) to manage the
road traffic [2]. It enables the implementation of services to
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improve road safety, reduce road congestion, travel time, etc.
It is vital as there might be no possibility of redesigning the
roads in the cities while the number of vehicles is getting
larger. The use of ITSs allows for managing road traffic so
that vehicles can move in a coordinated manner.

As an example, Traffic England [3] is a web platform
implemented by Highways England’s National Traffic Infor-
mation to inform drivers about congestion and events on the
roads. Drivers are, thus, able to plan their travel routes better
and, because of that, the travel time can be reduced signifi-
cantly. The operation of Traffic England includes gathering
data from local police patrols and sensors (i.e., cameras)
located on roads.

The deployment of photo radars to reduce the speed in
specific areas can be considered as another example of ITS
implementation [4]. The goal is to motivate drivers to reduce
the speed and, as a result, improve safety on the road.

Communications between vehicles and traffic lights is
investigated in [5], where vehicles are assumed to be
equipped with OBUs to gather information from traffic lights,
i.e., the distance to the nearest intersection, time to switching
to green light, etc. A driver can use such information to adjust
the vehicle speed and reduce the waiting time at the crossroad
for the green light. The authors of [5] claim that, by using their
approach, air pollution can be reduced by 5%while gas usage
can be decreased by 18%.

Concerning the related literature, there are few surveys on
the considered problem, and they address it in a limited way.
In particular, Chen et al. provide a survey of ITS methods
to improve cooperation between the roadside infrastructure
units at intersections [6]. The available overview is divided
into two categories: signalized and non-signalized intersec-
tions. The authors overview the systems for planning the
trajectories of vehicles and the time/space reservation for
entrance to crossroads. Additionally, they discuss the virtual
traffic lights methodologies.

In [7], Lin et al., apart from defining a smart parking
ecosystem, present an overview of methods to facilitate vehi-
cle parking. Their discussion also includes the type of sen-
sors used to collect information about the parking lots and
the schemes of information collection from sensor networks
(information sensing, wireless sensor network, crowdsens-
ing). The core part of [7] is the classification and description
of existing methods of improving the parking process for
connected vehicles.

Souza et al. explore in [8] the concepts of computa-
tional offloading in vehicular environments, and provide
an overview of solutions for pushing the application execu-
tion to edge servers in cloud and fog environments. Addi-
tionally, the authors evaluate the methods according to the
introduced taxonomy, referring to (1) the communication
standards, (2) the goals pursued, and (3) the tests performed.
Also, they present the classification and review of road traffic
management systems in the context of congestion and acci-
dent detection/avoidance, traffic light management, route and
speed suggestion [9]. The systems are classified according

to the achieved goals and based on their dependency on the
infrastructure.

Our paper is the first to provide a detailed analysis of
a broad range of road traffic management architectures from
the perspective of location and operation of computing units.
In particular, the achievements of this paper are as follows:

1) Identification (in Section II) of the major use cases
of applications and services supporting road traffic
management followed by a discussion of the ETSI
and C2C-CC requirements for message dissemination
linked by us with the analyzed use cases.

2) Classification and analysis of road traffic management
architectures from the perspective of the location of the
computing units into the cloud-, cloudlet-, MEC- and
fog-based followed by the analysis of their advantages
and limitations presented in Sections III-VI.

3) Discussion of open issues and limitations in the
deployment of each considered group of architectures
addressed in this survey provided in Section VII.

II. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNICATIONS
Future traffic management systems may improve road safety
and facilitate driving by using vehicular wireless networks.
Dissemination of data to vehicles may serve a multitude of
goals, for instance, increasing road awareness, supporting
safety on roads, etc. In this context, vehicles could assist
drivers in a sophisticatedmannerwith such data. Autonomous
vehicles may use the received information to make more
accurate decisions. To support drivers, autonomous vehi-
cles and road traffic management systems, standardization
institutions (e.g., ETSI, C2C-CC) define the use of ITS
units – devices that are dedicated to communicating with
each other. Such units can be deployed in motorbikes, vehi-
cles (e.g., determined as OBUs) and advanced infrastructure
(e.g., RSUs). It is worth noting that also smartphones may be
considered as ITS units of pedestrians.

This section first identifies the use cases of ITSs dedicated
to road traffic management. Next, it provides the classifica-
tion and analysis of the requirements for future ITS solutions
concerning major road management scenarios.

A. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS
The main goals of vehicular communications dedicated
to road traffic management systems are improving safety
on roads, enabling cooperation between vehicles and the
roadside infrastructure, making the vehicular environment
greener, and deploying autonomous driving systems for vehi-
cles. In order to achieve these objectives, the major use cases
include:
• Trafficmanagement at intersections: OBUs andRSUs
monitor traffic at intersections, detect potential acci-
dents and notify other vehicles about the danger by
sending proper messages. There are two types of inter-
sections: signalized and non-signalized. The controller
may manage the traffic lights at signalized intersections
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depending on the local or global traffic situation. Traf-
fic management at non-signalized intersections requires
cooperation between vehicles and RSUs (if available) to
assign priority of entrance for every vehicle.

• Start/stop operations reduction: communication
between vehicles and the ITS to reduce the number
of start/stop operations and improve the traffic flow
at intersections. This use case may also contribute to
a substantial reduction of air pollution.

• Route planning: cooperation between the vehicle’s
GPS device and the ITS to define the optimal route.

• Global traffic management: route definition for
a large-scale group of vehicles to reduce congestion on
roads, and react to unpredictable events like accidents.

• Traffic and road awareness: monitoring by the ITS fol-
lowed by dissemination of information (i.e., congestion,
unknown objects on roads, accidents) to the approaching
vehicles.

• Congestion avoidance: traffic management by the ITS
in a way to avoid the high density of vehicles on roads.

• Reduction of the average waiting time: cooperation
between vehicles and controllers at intersections (RSUs)
to reduce the idleness of vehicles (i.e., waiting until they
can continue moving).

• Platooning: movement of vehicles one after another
separated by a short distance.

• Lane change assistance: cooperation between vehi-
cles to facilitate lane change operations and reduce
collisions.

• Parkingmanagement: supporting the drivers at parking
areas, i.e., locating free parking spaces and assistance
during the parking maneuvers.

• Emergency vehicles prioritization: informing drivers
about priority vehicles (i.e., police cars, ambulances)
to create special corridors that facilitate the passing of
those vehicles.

• Green traffic management: traffic management in
a way to reduce fuel consumption and air pollution.

B. REQUIREMENTS FOR MESSAGE DISSEMINATION BY
ITS UNITS
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
and CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium (C2C-CC) are
responsible for defining standards, use cases, and require-
ments for vehicular communication technologies. The set of
requirements includes (1) strategic, (2) economic, (3) system
capabilities, (4) performance, (5) organizational, (6) legal,
and (7) standardization requirements. This subsection con-
centrates on performance requirements for ITS units and
examines the conditions that must be met in the design of
vehicular network architectures.

The ETSI EN 302 637-3 specification [10] identifies the
definition and requirements for Decentralized Environmental
Notification Messages (DENMs) to inform road users about
detected events in a decentralized manner. These messages
can be forwarded to other units (multi-hop transmission) to

spread the information in a broader area. DENMs include
action ID, detection time, termination of the event, event
location, etc. Any ITS unit may start the transmission, for-
ward, and receive DENM messages. Also, ITS units should
terminate the transmission of the DENMwhen the expiration
time is reached (it is predefined before initiating the transmis-
sion) or when another ITS unit has sent the information about
earlier event termination.

TABLE 1. Characteristics of CAM messages for communication between
ITS units according to ETSI EN 302 637-2 document [11].

TABLE 2. Requirements for sending Cooperative Awareness Messages
according to ETSI TR 102 698 requirements [12].

TABLE 3. Processing of Decentralized Environmental Notification
Messages according to ETSI TR 102 698 requirements [12].

The ETSI EN 302 637-2 specification [11] identifies Coop-
erative Awareness Messages (CAMs) properties that contain
information on the location of ITS units as well as vicinity
of other ITS units that are within a single-hop distance. The
generation rates of CAMmessages by ITS units are provided
in Table 1. The use of CAMs may improve not only the road
awareness, but also the traffic efficiency on the roads. For
instance, the intersection controllers can manage the traffic
flows better by knowing exact locations of vehicles.

Also, ETSI TR 102 698 document [12] explores the use
cases and requirements in vehicular communication areas.
It includes the requirements for sending CAMs, which enable
V2V and V2I cooperation. Such messages should be sent in
a single-hop manner and not be forwarded further to other
ITS units. The generation frequency should be 1 Hz, and
the transmission latency should not exceed 500 ms. The
CAM include information on, e.g., passing the emergency
vehicles, sudden accidents or breakdown of a vehicle in the
vicinity. Table 2 presents the requirements for sending the
CAMmessages. Additionally, this specification also explores
the requirements for transmission of DENMs, which are
provided in Table 3. When comparing CAMs and DENMs,
it should be noted that CAMs contain less information and
are sent in a single-hop manner. As a result, the size of CAMs
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is smaller, and they are disseminated within a shorter range.
Such an approach enables ITS units to constantly update the
most essential information to the nearest ITS units. DENMs,
on the other side, contain more detailed information and are
transmitted in a multi-hop manner. Additionally, these mes-
sages are disseminated only if one of the ITS units initiated
transmission (when that station has detected an unexpected
event or wants to evaluate a current event).

The ETSI TR 103 562 document [13] distinguishes Col-
lective Perception Messages (CPM), which include sensory
data (i.e., camera images) to analyze the environmental per-
ception better. These messages should consist of data such as
details of disseminating ITS units, their sensory parameters
and detected objects. CPMs are meant to provide Collec-
tive Perception Service (CPS) – information about detected
obstacles and road users shared by ITS units. CPS messages
aim to improve safety on the roads by disseminating the data
about the location of objects and road units which otherwise
would not be able to exchange with others (i.e., bicycles,
pedestrians, vehicles, etc.).

The ETSI TS 103 301 specification [14] analyzes
infrastructure services and introduces the Traffic Light
Maneuver service, which needs MAP (topology) Extended
Messages (MAPEM) and Signal Phase And Timing Extended
Message (SPATEM). Each MAPEM message consists of
a topology/geometry set of lanes and provides topological
details. Dissemination of MAPEM messages by vehicles to
other ITS units (i.e., to intersection controllers) should help
to improve the road traffic management at crossroads. It is
because the intersection controllers can obtain detailed data
about the positions of all vehicles (i.e., referring to lanes in
which the vehicles are positioned, which is hard to deduce by
having the geographical coordinates only).

A SPATEMmessage, in turn, includes data about the loca-
tion and reception of specific users. Also, such messages
may be sent by the intersection controller to the vehicles to
inform the drivers about the signalling phases schedule. Using
SPATEMmessages by the roadside infrastructure enables the
deployment of virtual traffic lights at intersections. MAPEM
and SPATEM messages are further described in detail in the
ISO/TS 19091:2017 standard [15].

Standardization of Platooning Control Messages (PCMs)
is not available yet, and is expected as a future result. It is
planned to be available in the ETSI TR 103 298 docu-
ment. Such messages are awaited by cooperative driving
applications responsible for coordinating the movements of
vehicles in a group. Additionally, there is a need to define
the Maneuver Coordination Message (MCM) parameters for
coordination maneuvers between vehicles (i.e., during vehi-
cle overtaking). More information is expected to be provided
in the ETSI TR 103 578 document.

The C2C-CC Manifesto [16] presents the analysis of per-
formance requirements for V2X communications based on
use cases such as Cooperative Forward Collision Warning,
Pre-crash Sensing and Warning, V2V Cooperative Aware-
ness, V2V Decentralized Environmental Notification, I2V

TABLE 4. Requirements included in the C2C-CC Manifesto 2007 [16].

One Way Communication, and Local RSU Communication.
Specific requirements for these use cases are presented in
Table 4.

Road safety and efficiency for Cooperative Intelligent
Transportation Systems (C-ITSs) and Cooperative Auto-
mated Driving is analyzed by C2C-CC in [17]. The types
of messages transmitted in the ITS may differ depending on
the continent. For driving awareness (i.e., traffic awareness,
traffic management at intersections and emergency vehicle
prioritization use cases), ITS units should support the use of
(1) CAMs, DENMs and VRUs in Europe, (2) BSMs (Base
Safety Messages) and PSMs (Personal Safety Messages) in
the USA as well as (3) MAPEM, SPATEM in both regions.
For driving sensing (i.e., road awareness, lane change assis-
tance use cases), the CPMs are defined to be interchanged
between the ITS units in both regions. For cooperative driv-
ing (i.e., lane change assistance and platooning use cases),
MCMs and PCMs are defined to be interchanged between
the ITS units both in the USA and Europe. This specification
also defines packet sizes for each message type to support
differentiated safety applications as follows:
• CAM messages – 400 bytes
• DENM messages – 1000 bytes
• VRU messages – 350 bytes
• CPM messages – 1000 bytes
• SPATEM and MAPEM messages – 1200 bytes
• PCM messages – 400 bytes
• MCM messages – 1000 bytes
• BSM messages – 380 bytes
• PSM messages – 350 bytes
The ETSI TS 101 539-1 specification [18] presents

requirements for Road Hazard Signalling based on Cooper-
ative Awareness and Decentralized Environmental Notifica-
tion (V2V communications). RoadHazard Signalling enables
avoiding collisions on roads by sending warning messages
to drivers. From that document perspective, an essential
requirement is that an ITS unit should start disseminating the
warning notifications to drivers at most 2-5 seconds before an
accident. It is assumed that end-to-end communication delay
is not greater than 300 ms and the packet loss ratio is not
greater than 5%. Additionally, it is required that ITS devices
(such as OBUs) are capable of processing 5000 messages per
second and send the up-to-date CAM and DENM messages
every 100 ms–1 s.
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The ETSI TS 101 539-2 specification [19] explores
requirements for Collision Risk Warning at Intersections
(ICRW). Whenever an accident is detected by a vehicle or
another ITS unit (such as anRSU), that unit starts transmitting
CAM and DENM messages to all endangered vehicles. The
communication range should be at least 300 m, while the
update frequency should be 10 Hz. All ITS units (both OBUs
and RSUs), should be able to process 1000 messages per
second.

The ETSI TS 101 538-3 document [20] identifies require-
ments for Longitudinal Collision Risk Warning (LCRW).
The goal of LCWR applications is to warn drivers about
vehicles in the same lane, i.e., during overtaking maneuvers,
road works, accidents ahead, etc. Such applications should
use CAM and DENM messages. It is also required that the
communication range is at least 300 m and that the units
should be able to process 1000 messages per second.

The ETSI TS 103 300-2 specification [21] explores
requirements for Vulnerable Road Users (VRU) awareness.
Road users analyzed in [21] are broadly defined as pedestri-
ans, vehicle drivers, scooter drivers, bicycle drivers, etc., and
equipped with such ITS devices as OBUs or mobile smart-
phones. An important requirement for any ITS is that it should
be capable of operating effectively with up to 5000 active
users within 300 m circular radius of communication range.
Every ITS device should be able to process 1000 messages
per second, and, if a danger is detected, transmission should
be started at most after 100 ms. Additionally, the commu-
nication delay is required to be lower than 5 ms for perfect
communication conditions (no obstacles, good weather).

To conclude the requirements described in this section,
there are differentiated types of messages defined in the
respective documents. Also, specificmessage types should be
used for particular services. The two main types of require-
ments are (1) transmission requirements and (2) performance
requirements. The first group refers to the communication
range, intervals of updating data and communication types,
while the second one specifies the size of transmitted mes-
sages and the processing capabilities of ITS units. These
requirements may also vary for different services, which
must be consideredwhen designing vehicular communication
architectures.

C. REQUIREMENTS FOR MESSAGE DISSEMINATION
CONCERNING MAJOR USE CASES
The ITS units, which are forming the roadside infrastruc-
ture designed to support cooperative awareness applications,
should be capable of processing 5000-7000 messages per
second. In a pessimistic scenario, according to our estima-
tions based on data provided in this section, each of these
units should process such messages at 2.8 Mb/s. Also, ITS
units should support CAMs and DENMs simultaneously.
Supporting DENMs requires an additional 7Mb/s per station,
while supporting both CAM and DENM messages requires
9.8Mb/s per station. Vulnerable Road Users awareness appli-
cation assumes that any ITS unit can operate at 0.35 Mb/s.

To summarize these assumptions, if the ITS design
includes supporting CAM, DENM and VRU messages,
the roadside infrastructure units should be able to oper-
ate at 10.15 Mb/s. Actually, there is no information about
the performance requirements for other types of messages,
i.e., PCMs, MCMs, MAPEMs and SPATEMs. Therefore, it is
necessary to assume that these units must be prepared to
operate at rates even higher than 10.15 Mb/s.

Concerning the traffic management use cases highlighted
in Section II-A, each use case may refer to different prop-
erties, system performance, messages interchanged between
vehicles, etc. Therefore, Section II-B presented only general
requirements related to message dissemination. ETSI and
C2C-CC provided several types of messages to enable traffic
management applications in an ITS. Because of that, dissem-
inating intervals, communication coverage, and communica-
tion delay may vary.

As identified in Table 5, the ITS communication infras-
tructure has to meet a large set of expectations. Although
supporting differentiated types of messages is not a chal-
lenge, designing the system so that the transmission delay
values do not exceed the assumed upper limits can be a huge
problem. The highest delay in message transmission allowed
to occur is 600 ms, which is fully justified regarding the
security use cases. This assumption makes moving part of
the infrastructure closer to users reasonable. On the contrary,
a lot of computing power must be provided in the infras-
tructure segment to ensure fast processing of tasks. For this
reason, simply moving the infrastructure to the edge of the
network may not solve all the problems. Therefore, designing
an efficient system may imply trade-offs between reducing
communication delay and computing power.

A wide range of application deployment scenarios, a large
number of users and stringent (often real-time) requirements
make it hard to design vehicular network architectures offer-
ing road traffic management functionalities. However, as dis-
cussed in several research papers by the community, solutions
based on cloudlets, MEC, cloud and fog can help mitigate
this problem. Furthermore, as the literature shows, several
system concepts for VANETs are already available. They are
analyzed in detail in the following four sections of this paper.

III. VEHICULAR CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud systems consist of data centers that offer power
resources on demand. A variety of devices can connect to
the cloud system to run the application on the cloud side,
as presented in Fig. 1. The main feature of cloud systems is
providing high computing power and storage capacity. Such
possibilities allow recording massive historical and real-time
data for use by predictive methods, machine learning, statis-
tical schemes, Big Data methods and many more. Therefore,
cloud infrastructure is considered as a supporting system of
the vehicular network (as presented in Fig. 2). However, there
exist significant disadvantages to using cloud technology. For
instance, the location of cloud servers is often unknown and
distant from end-users. Additionally, a considerable distance
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TABLE 5. Correlation between the use cases and requirements.

FIGURE 1. An example scheme of a cloud network.

between the user and the cloud infrastructure can cause long
transmission delays. Applications related to the road safety
of users (i.e., pedestrians, drivers) are a particular case in
which the execution time (including the time of requesting,
processing and sending the result) is critical. The advantages
of cloud systems allow the implementation of use cases such
as route planning at intersections, global traffic management,
congestion avoidance, average waiting time reduction, park-
ing management and emergency vehicles prioritization.

In [22], Kong et al. propose an auction-based method for
parking space sharing. The main goal of the solution is to
create a platform in which drivers can hire public parking
spaces or exchange private parking spaces from the owner
for a specified price. This auction system additionally opti-
mizes benefits for parking space owners. It requires a cloud
platform responsible for registering parking spaces by owners
who want to share the parking space for specified time slots
and manage the available parking spaces for drivers. The
cloud platform uses the price-compatible top trading cycles
and chain mechanisms to enable users to exchange their

parking spaces. If parking space assignment fails, a one-sided
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves auction is executed to assign parking
spaces for drivers. Also, exchanging parking spaces mech-
anism should motivate drivers to share their parking spaces
with others. It is fully justified to use the cloud infrastructure
as the number of requests for parking lots is often huge
considering the need to handle requests from vehicles across
the city.

In [23], Lin et al. propose the Smart Parking Allocation
algorithm (SPA) to maximize the utilization of parking lots.
The SPA system needs to store the data about all parking lots
and the data about the behavior of all drivers (i.e., parking
time value) considering each parking lot. Therefore, cloud
infrastructure is needed to store all the required information
and assure the power computing resources to be able to
operate. The SPA system includes three assignment poli-
cies: worst-fit, best-fit, and parking behavior forecast. The
worst-fit policy selects the vehicle predicted to remain the
longest time at the parking lot. The best-fit strategy finds
the vehicle that will fully utilize the parking lot availability.
In other words, it is about subtracting the predicted parking
time of the vehicle and the availability time of the parking
lot – the vehicle with the lowest subtraction output is selected.
The parking behavior forecast analyzes the parking history
and the parking traffic. The system tries to assign the vehicle
to the parking lot by adjusting the vehicle’s behaviour to the
parking traffic.

In [24], Noreikis et al. introduce a guiding system to
select a parking slot for the driver and transfer the driver
to the public communication area. This proposition requires
the global traffic awareness capability from the unit that
will process the data. Considering the massive amount of
vehicles on city roads, cloud infrastructure is needed as it
can store and process a huge amount of data. The system
consists of (1) cloud API to get information about public
transport and plan the route for drivers to minimize the travel
time, (2) in-vehicle Head-Up Display (HUD) to show the
driver how to get to public communications from the parking
space, and (3) Android application for smartphones that gives
additional guidance about transferring to the public transport
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FIGURE 2. An example diagram of the network operation for the cloud architecture.

system. The work also provides a solution to reduce air pol-
lution by splitting the driver’s journey into a private vehicle
trip and public transportation travel.

In [25], Khalid et al. propose a cloud-based system for
computing routes for emergency vehicles and evacuees. The
system requires RSUs to gather information about the volume
of vehicles on the roads, their average speed, road conditions,
etc., from the road sensors. These data should be transmit-
ted from RSUs to the cloud platform, which next computes
the route costs in real time and sends the suggested routes
to evacuees if a disaster happens (i.e., a tornado, flooding,
etc.). First, route costs are calculated for every road segment
depending on the presence of emergency vehicles (as this
type of vehicles has the highest priority) and by using the
parameters such as road capacity, congestion ratio, top speed
of vehicles and the maximum allowed speed on the road.
Then, the path (to the nearest shelter) with the lowest sum
of the total route cost is selected and sent to the evacuees to
suggest the best evacuation route.

In [26], Li et al. introduce a cloud-based route planning
approach to reduce the risk of accidents during the journey.
The authors first define a neural network algorithm to forecast
the crash probability for each road based on a multitude of
road properties such as pavement roughness, speed limit,

segment length, number of lanes, average daily traffic, the
width of road lanes, the curvature of the road, the grade of the
road and weather conditions. Next, an analysis of the paths
for the vehicle is executed where the path with the minimal
sum of road weights (based on travel time and risk of crash) is
selected. Applying the cloud infrastructure is entirely under-
standable as this system uses a neural network algorithm
(which is computationally consuming) and operates on many
differentiated data (the historical data and at least nine types
of real-time data).

In [27], Fanti et al. describe a route planning system
designed to reduce fuel consumption and air pollution of
heavy-duty vehicles (i.e., trucks). It needs the cloud infras-
tructure to store all the urban and rural roads data. The system
consists of (1) an OBU in a truck that sends the data (i.e., pay-
load, waypoints) to the cloud and (2) the cloud system that
stores additional information about roads (i.e., traffic, speed
limit). As soon as path selection is requested (by a truck driver
or a logistic company), depending on the considered param-
eters, the cloud system determines three options, namely
(1) the fastest route, (2) the alternative one that is limited to
the maximum arrival time and (3) all possible routes between
the actual location of the truck and the destination. Every road
is next analyzed based on the estimated fuel consumption, air
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TABLE 6. A summary of vehicular cloud computing (VCC) properties for the state-of-the-art solutions.

pollution, and speed profile. Finally, the most eco-friendly
route is selected and sent along with information about the
speed to the truck driver.

In [28], Boriboonsomsin et al. propose a navigation sys-
tem for planning the journey in an environmentally-friendly
manner. The authors developed a dedicated database to store
the digital map with historical and real-time data about traffic
and roadmeasurements. The energy emission factors are gen-
erated based on information from road measurements. Then,
the EOPS (Energy/Emissions Operational Parameter Set)
vector of values is calculated for every route, which includes
such parameters as (1) vehicle characteristics, (2) road char-
acteristics, (3) traffic characteristics, and (4) other variables
(i.e., driver characteristics). Next, route calculation is exe-
cuted based on Dijkstra’s algorithm. Finally, a path with the
lowest emission cost is searched, and the result is sent to the
driver. Operating on historical and real-time data demands a
lot of storage resources. Therefore, the system requires cloud
infrastructure to assure reliability.

In [29], Jin et al. propose a route planning method for
emergency vehicles on a highway. This technique requires
historical data about the travelling time for road segments and
the road traffic density to predict the future traffic volume
using the Temporal Convolutional Network (TCN). The road
impedance values (function of travelling time, the volume of
traffic and the capacities of each road segment) are generated
by running the Dynamic Bureau of Public Roads function on
the output of TCN and the real-time data about the actual
traffic volume. Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to find the best
route by selecting the one with the minimal value of road
impedance. Cloud infrastructure is fundamental for this sys-
tem because storing the historical data is memory-exhaustive,
and it must accessible at any time.

In [30], Guidoni et al. present a traffic management system
named Re-RouTE. The main goal of Re-RouTE is to detect
the congested routes and next offload them. It is required that

vehicles send the data (i.e., their actual position, destination)
to the cloud. The cloud is expected to analyze a massive
amount of data. The classification of the routes is based on
the road congestion ratio. The Re-RouTE service should be
executed in the cloud to classify the routes based on their
congestion ratio, considering the traffic engineering theory
approach. The system finds alternative routes for vehicles
already in traffic jams and for vehicles about to reach the road
traffic congestion areas.

In [31], Shengdong et al. present a cloud-based system
for minimizing congestion on urban roads. The authors use
deep learning algorithms combined with the Extreme Learn-
ing Machine (ELM) algorithm to forecast the future density
of vehicles on roads. The respective algorithm dispatches
vehicles among roads using Floyd’s shortest path algorithm
combined with the previously predicted traffic volume. The
main goal of such an approach is to balance the traffic on
roads evenly by using future predictions of congestion on
each road and selecting different paths for every vehicle.
The system operates on a high volume of data (taken in real
time) to forecast the density of vehicles on roads. Therefore,
it requires cloud infrastructure to ensure computing power
and storage resources.

Asmentioned in this section, the cloud infrastructure offers
enormous computing power and huge memory space. It is
due to many storage servers, high-end CPUs and GPUs
unit deployment. In the context of road traffic management
support, the only disadvantage of cloud infrastructures is a
theoretical long communication delay between the cloud and
the end-user.

As summarized in Table 6, solutions proposed in
[22]–[24], [27], [30] are less sensitive to latency. They are
more flexible concerning the execution of services at the
cloud infrastructure side, especially if high computational
power is required. In our opinion, other applications such as
those proposed in [25], [26], [29], [31] are more sensitive to
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FIGURE 3. An example scheme of a cloudlet network.

communication delays, as they require fast decision-making
during service provisioning. Therefore, it is necessary to
assess whether it is possible to implement intermediate
servers (e.g., MEC servers), which would support the cloud
infrastructure to reduce communication delays. Applications
from [29], [31] require special attention because they use
dynamic data (which need to be processed in real time) and
are characterized by high computational complexity. Large
communication delays can also make it difficult to deliver
these services in real time. Again, the support of intermediate
servers could have a positive impact but would require the
respective re-evaluation and redesign of applications.

IV. CLOUDLETS
For the first time, the idea of cloudlets was presented in
2009 by Satyanarayanan et al. in [32]. The concept of
cloudlets is understood as the deployment of servers at the
nearest location to the end-users. The main objective is to
shorten the distance between the servers and users and to
improve application execution at the edge of the network,
as presented in Fig. 3. Although the computing power of
cloudlets is lower than that of the cloud, a short distance
between servers and end-users enables to reduce the commu-
nication delay significantly, making the execution of appli-
cations considerably faster. The next crucial aspect is that
each vehicle has limited resources that can be used during the
journey to support driving assistance, communication with
other vehicles or networks (Internet), etc. Therefore, the more
applications are processed outside the vehicle (e.g., offloaded
to the cloudlet), the more energy will be preserved and used
for other functions of a vehicle. Additionally, what is even
more important, the cloudlet and its proximity to vehicles (as
in Fig. 4) reduce communication delay [33], which is critical
for road safety and traffic management.

When designing an application, it is often assumed that
its execution will be on the client’s side. Applications

that require high computing power should also consider
offloading their execution (or part of it) to the cloudlet
in the vicinity to support, e.g., image processing, multi-
path analysis, and prediction methods. As these operations
should be performed in real time, it is suggested to offload
their execution to the neighboring servers, characterized by
higher computing power and connected to reliable power
sources. When redesigning any application, special atten-
tion should be paid to the communication requirements
to meet the criteria outlined in Section II, emphasizing
the importance of low communication delay and frequent
updates.

At the time of preparations of this paper, no traffic man-
agement method based on a cloudlet system was available.
However, many driving assistance applications consider their
execution at vehicle OBUs. Therefore, it is necessary to
reevaluate such applications to check if it is possible to
offload the application execution to the nearest cloudlet
server. As an example, Keivani et al. [34] evaluate several
vision-based driver assistance systems that process images
from the front camera to detect and notify the drivers about
any hazardous conditions. As such methods require high
computational power for processing the images, offloading
them to edge servers would have a considerable impact on the
vehicle’s energy. Therefore this section aims to take a closer
look at the existing driving assistancemethods executed at the
vehicle’s side and verify if the execution of those applications
could be offloaded to the cloudlets successfully. In other
words, in this section, we discuss OBU applications that,
in our opinion, are suitable to be redesigned in a way to
become supported by a cloudlet system.

In [35], Zeng et al. introduce a scheme of eco-routing of
vehicles to find a path that minimizes the fuel consumption
and, as a result, implies a much-reduced amount of air pol-
lution. The algorithm develops a fuel consumption model for
each path. The respective Lagrangian relaxation heuristic is
proposed to find the most eco-friendly paths for vehicles. The
algorithm is executed by OBUs of vehicles, but it may require
high computational power to analyze many paths. Therefore,
it would be good to run such a service outside the vehicle.
Offloading it to the cloudlet infrastructure may improve the
overall execution time.

In [36], Chakraborty and Datta propose two methods:
(1) for finding the shortest path of the journey for vehicles and
(2) for supporting the drivers in collision avoidance. To find
the shortest travel route, the ant colony algorithm is used by
examining the two paths: (1) from the source to the desti-
nation and (2) the reverse path (from the destination to the
source). Then, the repulsive vector field around the objects
is created by analyzing the data from sensors (i.e., a camera
or a LiDAR sensor), which can be another vehicle or an
obstacle on the road. In our opinion, the efficiency of this
scheme could be increased by pushing the execution of these
two methods to the cloudlet server. Then, the vehicles would
simply send the requests (with the required data) for the
service.
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FIGURE 4. Example of a vehicular network operation for a cloudlet architecture.

In [37], Shashua et al. propose a single-frame classifier
for pedestrian detection to support driver awareness. The
architecture of this system is divided into three modules. The
first module is to generate candidate regions of interest by
selecting 75windows per frame to feed the classifier. The next
one – single-frame detection classification – analyzes those
frames to detect pedestrians. Finally, the third one proceeds
with the multi-frame approval process analyzing the images
chosen by the single-frame detection classifier to confirm
the pedestrian location. As this detection system requires
high computational power due to constant video analysis,
offloading such a service to a cloudlet server could save the
vehicle’s energy.

In [38], Liu et al. propose a night-time pedestrian
detection method. This solution requires a monocular far-
infrared camera that records images of the environment. The
Pyramid Entropy Weighted Histograms of Oriented Gradi-
ent (PEWHOG) is used to capture the shape distribution of
pedestrians and the spatial layout. During the last stage, the
Support Vector Machine modelling is used to detect pedes-
trians using the PEWHOG result as an input. An interesting
feature would be to stream the camera recordings to the
nearest cloudlet server to execute the PEWHOG method and
perform the Support Vector Machine operation. Then, the
server would send back just the output (i.e., information on
detected pedestrians) to the vehicle.

In [39], Arbabzadeh and Jafari propose a real-time risk
prediction and classification method for improving safety on

the roads. The algorithm uses information about the char-
acteristics of drivers (i.e., their sleep habits, driving history,
risk taking, driver behavior in the past, etc.), journey param-
eters and the current localization. Those parameters can be
modified by adding, changing, or removing input parameters
as the scenarios on the road may vary and, because of that,
it requires elasticity from prediction methods. The method
deploys a regularized multinomial logistic regression model
to detect and classify the state of risk into normal driving, near
collision and collision. There aremany parameters to analyze,
so it might be power-exhausting for the vehicle to run such a
service. Pushing the service execution to the cloudlet server
could thus save the energy of vehicles.

In [40], Song et al. present the method of detection and
classification of objects on the roads to disseminate collision
warnings to drivers. This method uses an odometer algorithm
to process the frames (captured by the front camera) to find
lateral objects and then combines the output with information
from the millimeter-wave radar to detect longitudinal objects.
Such an attitude helps to identify the dynamics of objects
and classify the risk. In our opinion, the vehicle could stream
the data to the nearest server with the request to analyze and
detect the objects. Furthermore, we believe that if more than
one vehicle requested the service, the cloudlet could execute
the detection method once and send the suggestions to all
relevant vehicles.

In [41], Duan et al. propose a framework to improve
the vehicle environmental awareness at intersections.
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TABLE 7. A summary of cloudlet properties for the state-of-the-art solutions.

An autonomous vehicle that intends to pass an intersection
is expected to connect to an RSU terminal to receive a map
of objects at the intersection. Then, the vehicle’s OBU should
run the Normal Distribution Transform (NDT) algorithm to
determine its location (in the received map of objects) and
send its position to the RSU. The vehicles have informa-
tion about their surroundings from three sources, includ-
ing (1) built-in cameras, (2) LiDAR sensors and (3) RSU
(a received map of objects). The 3D Point Cloud Object
Detection Algorithm (RGB-PVRCNN) is proposed to unify
the output from all three sources and return the 3D target
detection results. However, the authors report that such an
algorithm requires a lot of computing power and computation
at the roadside edge server should be applied. In this case,
vehicles could request from the cloudlet server to run the
RGB-PVRCNN algorithm to get a unified 3D map with
detected targets.

In [42], Hou et al. present a method for assisting in lane-
change maneuvers. The authors use the Bayes classifier and
a decision tree algorithm to detect if a change lane maneuver
is needed or not. Additionally, the method that combines both
algorithms mentioned above is presented. These approaches
require information about the difference in the speed between
(1) a lead vehicle and a merging vehicle (the one that changes
the lane) and (2) a lag vehicle (the one that is behind themerg-
ing vehicle) and a merging vehicle, as well as (3) the distance
between the beginning of a merge lane and a merging vehicle.
In this case, the cloudlet server could have up-to-date data
(i.e., about the position and speed) from all the vehicles in the
area. Running the Bayes classifier and decision tree algorithm
on the cloudlet server side and sending the suggestions to the
vehicles and/or drivers could save the energy of vehicles.

In [43], Sun et al. present an adaptive algorithm to warn
the drivers during the lane change maneuvers. The algorithm
requires information about the distance between vehicles,
their acceleration and road characteristics to disseminate
warning messages. Additionally, the method includes observ-
ing the driver’s characteristics and reactions for proper con-
struction of lane change warnings to the driver as every driver
may react to the signalling differently. We suggest redesign-
ing the method so that a vehicle could send the driver’s
characteristics, vehicle speed and acceleration to the cloudlet
server and ask for lane change maneuver suggestions.

In [44], Lin et al. propose a macroscopic traffic model for
an individual vehicle with the main goal to predict the traffic
pattern using the information on the speed and acceleration
of vehicles to reduce air pollution and travel time. The traffic
prediction flow algorithm is run at OBUs. However, we think
that the execution of service could be offloaded to the nearest
cloudlet server.

Following the above-mentioned properties summarized in
Table 7, it is necessary to investigate in greater detail the
requirements for OBUs to provide road traffic management
services. The solutions described in [36]–[40], [42]–[44]
require low communication delay as they also impact road
safety. Solutions [36], [37], [39]–[41], [43] require relatively
high computing power. Therefore, the execution of these
services creates a demand for a large amount of energy.
Redesigning the above-mentioned methods to redirect the
execution to the cloudlet infrastructure would support fast
communication and save the energy of vehicles while pro-
viding the services, the computational complexity of which
is non-trivial. In our opinion, the proposal from [35] does not
require high computing power and is relatively resistant to
high communication delays. This provides flexibility when
implementing such a service because, depending on the needs
of end-users, it can be implemented at the OBU, a cloudlet
side, or even in the cloud.

V. MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) was introduced by the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
and Industry Specification Group (ISG) [45]. The architec-
ture defines the services at the edge of a mobile network
by deploying mobile edge stations near the end-users as
presented in Fig. 5. The main goal is to create a network
with ultra-low latency, real-time access and high bandwidth.
Regarding the network architecture, the mobile edge stations
are in between the cloud infrastructure and end-users located
at the edge of the network. The reason for such a solution is to
shorten the distance between end-users and the MEC station
to minimize the communication latency. If more computing
power is needed, or there is another reason, e.g., lack of
information in the cache about a specific application, the
MEC station redirects requests of the end-user to the cloud
in order to provide the required service.
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FIGURE 5. An example scheme of a MEC network.

In the context of vehicular communications and road traffic
management, it is assumed that the RSUs are configured as
the access points for vehicles (as in Fig. 6). Additionally,
RSUs can have the role of a root of trust. Therefore, they may
be treated as the main traffic coordinators sinceMEC systems
may assume the use of RSUs, gateways and MEC servers
to support drivers during their journey. Unlike the cloudlet
infrastructure, theMEC infrastructure can participate in man-
aging the traffic on the roads (by deploying the support of
the cloud system). An important value is the introduction
of one main traffic coordinator by ensuring the aggregation
of data about the state of roads and the use of information
for management in a safe and efficient manner. Also, the
MEC system can be flexibly configured to have additional
communication with the cloud and/or cloudlet infrastructure.
Mixing the architectures could broaden the capabilities of
the whole system, and, as a result, more use cases could be
realized.

In [46], Bento et al. proposed a road traffic management
model to coordinate vehicles at intersections based on the
vehicle type. The first one is called the legacy vehicle that is
not equipped with any V2V/V2I communication system. The
second type can communicate wirelessly with other vehicles
and the infrastructure (i.e., RSU, intersection controller). One
algorithm out of three is selected by the intersection controller
depending on the vehicle type and intersection situation.
The first two algorithms are Waiting Method for Intelligent
Traffic Management (WMITM) and the Early Method for
Intelligent Traffic Management (EMITM) respectively. They
both require that all vehicles can communicate wirelessly
with other vehicles and the infrastructure, and assume that
vehicles send information about their speed, position, des-
tination and vehicle size to the intersection controller. The
speed profile is next generated and sent back to vehicles.
EMITM adjusts the speed profile of the vehicle based on

the fastest path, while WMITM schedules the vehicle’s path
after the latest reserved path of other vehicles. The third
algorithm is the Legacy Early Method for Intelligent Traffic
Management (LEMITM). It uses sensors on the roads to
detect incoming and outgoing vehicles. In this case, vehicles
do not need to be equipped with any communication technol-
ogy. The LEMITM algorithm detects the incoming vehicles,
computes all possible trajectories of vehicles, and schedules
the green/red phases. The intersection controller manipulates
traffic signals based on LEMITM analysis. Although it is not
stated directly, this method needs an RSU (as an intersection
controller) to command the vehicles when they enter the
intersection.

In [47], Shi et al. define a real-time algorithm to orchestrate
the vehicles at intersections. At first, vehicles send requests to
the intersection controller. The request should include vehicle
position, speed, acceleration, etc. Then, based on the data
about all vehicles trying to pass the intersection, the inter-
section controller calculates the passing priorities of vehicles
(by checking the road lane class), the required intersection
passing time, and the waiting time of the first vehicle in the
lane. As a result, signalling at the intersection is adjusted
to the priority of passing vehicles (previously calculated).
This method assumes that the intersection controller can
command the vehicles entering the intersection. Therefore,
the controller should be treated as an RSU server which
guarantees that vehicles (or drivers) will obey the commands
of a controller.

In [48], Steinmetz et al. propose the Collision-Aware
Resource Allocation (CARA) algorithm to manage vehicles
crossing the intersection while using the reduced amount of
communication resources. The method uses the intersection
manager unit to support vehicles at intersections and assign
communication resources to every vehicle. Managing the
vehicles at intersections includes computing the Collision
Possibility Indicator (CPI) – the probability of collisions
between pairs of vehicles. The CPI is used to calculate the
recommended speed and deceleration values at each time,
which are sent to vehicles. Also, the CPI is calculated for
each timestamp during the prediction horizon to assign com-
munication resources. The result is used as an input to the
integer program, which next calculates the latest possible
time interval to communicate with each vehicle to update the
suggestions.

In [49], Wuthishuwong et al. introduce a traffic manage-
ment model at intersections to manage the incoming vehicles
which are about to cross the intersections without traffic
lights. The model assumes that vehicles send request mes-
sages to the intersection controller and this intersection con-
troller calculates and reserves a proper time slot to cross the
intersection for every vehicle. Based on vehicles speed, des-
tination and location, the intersection controller discretizes
the distance to the intersection, trajectory and time in order
to calculate the time slot for every vehicle. Considering the
importance of the intersection controller in this method, the
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FIGURE 6. Example of the network operation for a MEC architecture.

MEC RSU is the only edge server able to process these tasks
(i.e., aggregating the traffic data, processing the vehicles’
requests and assigning the intersection entrance time) in real
time.

In [50], Altché et al. introduced a supervised coordination
system for semi-autonomous vehicles to minimize deadlocks
and collisions. The system requires a controller (the supervi-
sor) that monitors (by the cameras) the vehicle dynamics at
crossroads, roundabouts and/or highway merging. A mixed-
integer quadratic program is deployed to predict the collisions
and deadlocks between vehicles. If a collision between the
vehicles is foreseen, the controller signals a possibly dan-
gerous situation to the respective vehicles. Concerning the
proposal from [50], we consider the controllers to be MEC
servers because the system requires constant intersection
monitoring and reacting to the actual dynamics (by sending
the suggestions to the vehicles) in real time.

In [51], Liao et al. present an accident detection system
to notify drivers about the nearest accidents on the road.
The system requires smartphones to take pictures of the road
and send those pictures jointly with other data such as the
speed and acceleration of the vehicle to the MEC server.
The MEC server’s role is to gather and process all the data
from vehicles in the neighborhood to recognize accidents and
broadcast the alerts to vehicles if an accident is detected.
In order to recognize the accident, the MEC server executes

an algorithm of deceleration detection and decides about a
potential severity of the scenario based on the data about the
speed and acceleration.

In [52], Asadi andVahidi present a predictive cruise control
scheme to reduce stops of vehicles at red lights. The method
adjusts the speed of each vehicle based on the timing of
changing the traffic lights. It is assumed that the vehicle’s
distance to the next traffic light is known in advance, and the
traffic light controller broadcasts the information about tim-
ings of switching the lights. Therefore, vehicles can estimate
their velocities by using a set of proposed rules and functions
to meet the green phase only. We suggest to deploy the MEC
RSU server as a supervisor of the intersection, as it possess
the general knowledge of the traffic at the roads (i.e., the
density of the vehicles, and their speed).

In [53], Huang et al. present the Cooperative Adaptive
Driving (CAD) scheme to support driving in a platooning
mode. The CAD selects the Platoon Leader (PL) with the
lowest MAC number or the first vehicle in the platoon group.
The platoon leader is responsible for connecting to the MEC
servers to gather the data about the traffic. The MEC server is
required to create a virtual machine instance for every Platoon
Leader, so that this instancemay be transferred betweenMEC
servers (as the vehicle may communicate to a multitude of
MEC servers during its journey). Based on information from
MEC servers, the Platoon Leader decides on the maximum
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TABLE 8. A summary of MEC properties for the state-of-the-art solutions.

length and the speed of the platoon group. Then, the Platoon
Leader updates the information (about the platoon length and
speed) to all platoon members periodically or on-demand. All
Platoon Members are required to adjust their speed based on
the decision of the Platoon Leader and update their state (their
current speed, location, physical inter-distance, etc.) to the
Platoon Leader.

In [54], Chen et al. present a mobile edge computing-based
platoon system to group the autonomous vehicles. The goal
is to minimize fuel consumption by improving the creation
process of platoon groups. The system applies a Q-learning
algorithm to select the shortest path between starting and end-
ing points of journeys. Vehicles are expected to form platoons
according to their paths. In other words, vehicles with similar
paths create a platoon group and move together. As the vehi-
cle OBUs are resource-limited and reinforcement learning
requires a large amount of data to be processed, the authors
suggest offloading the Q-learning algorithm execution to the
nearest edge server. For this case, the use of theMEC server is
further analyzed in that paper in the computation offloading
context.

In [55], Griggs et al. present two speed advisory schemes
to minimize fuel consumption. It is required that the base
station communicates with vehicles in a certain geographic
area. Every vehicle is obliged to send information about its
speed to the base station. In the first scheme, the base station
computes the average speed of vehicles and sends them the
speed advice. In the second one, the base station calculates
the recommended speed of each vehicle, and sends the opti-
mized speed advice to every vehicle. The additional goal of
algorithms from [55] is to send speed recommendations in
a way that vehicles do not know the recommended speed of
the other vehicles. We consider the base stations in [55] as
MEC servers because these units are required to coordinate
the vehicles by sending them the instructions.

To summarize, the use of systems based on the MEC
architecture adds many features that are fundamental when
designing new road traffic management systems. Regarding
Table 8, it is also possible to communicate with vehicles
and smartphones so that future applications are capable of
working with vehicles that are not equipped with modern
communication devices. An important aspect of the MEC

architecture is giving controllers an additional role, which
is the ability to manage the traffic directly. This means
that inspectors could send orders or prohibitions to vehicles.
Applications that manage road traffic at intersections (see
[46]–[50]), require low communication delay and the ability
to influence the flow of vehicles directly. Therefore, theMEC
architecture may play an important role in implementing
safety-based applications. Additionally, edge servers can play
an informative role because they often can have up-to-date
information about the condition of roads (from other vehicles
in the vicinity of the cloud infrastructure). It is an impor-
tant feature for traffic light refresh services [52], [55], and
traffic awareness applications [51]. Such applications require
a connection to a trusted server that is able to present the
up-to-date data to implement the services effectively. MEC
systems can also support platooning systems [51], [52] to
better group the vehicles that are far away from each other or
if computationally intensive decision algorithms are needed.

VI. FOG COMPUTING
The fog computing architecture assumes communication
between all edge devices for cooperation and joint implemen-
tation of services (as presented in Fig. 7). All devices that are
able to connect to the network (such as smartphones, laptops,
PCs, servers, cloud infrastructure) can be part of one coherent
fog network. As fog networks accept all types of devices that
are able to connect to the network, a large number of units are
expected to cooperate in executing applications. Therefore,
with a high probability, such devices will often be close to
each other. This is an additional advantage because short dis-
tances reduce communication delays. In fog computing, all
devices form one coherent platformwith high total computing
power. By combining fog and VANET technologies, vehicles
equipped with OBUs can communicate with other units in
a neighboring location (as presented in Fig. 8). Considering
the problem of efficient support of vehicles at intersections,
devices such as traffic cameras, pedestrian smartphones, and
vehicle OBUs can exchange data for increasing the road
awareness at intersections. Moreover, vehicles can manage
the traffic on their own without the involvement of a cen-
tralized roadside infrastructure. Although the fog architec-
ture requires solutions to problems such as orchestration or
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FIGURE 7. An example scheme of a fog network.

network security, fog networks are suitable for many services,
including Collision Warning, Virtual Signalization at inter-
sections, Start/Stop Reduction, Traffic and Road Awareness,
Congestion Avoidance, Average Waiting Time Reduction,
Platooning, Traffic Management at non-signalized intersec-
tions, Lane Change Assistance, Parking Management and
Emergency Vehicles Prioritization.

In [56] and [57], Brennand et al. propose a fog-based
system for trafficmanagement tominimize traffic congestion.
In [56], the fog system includes RSUs and other compo-
nents (sensors and vehicles) which are in the communication
range of RSUs. Each RSU has to collect the traffic data
from vehicles and other RSUs to properly suggest vehicles
travel paths in its communication range (also called the
area of interest). Each RSU creates a graph where vertices
denote crossroads and edges represent roads connected to the
crossroads. The edges have weights representing the relation
between the average speed and the maximum speed on the
road (the closer the vehicle speed to the maximum value, the
higher the respective weight). Such a scheme enables RSUs
to detect congestion, analyze other routes by calculating k
alternative paths to select the most appropriate one for each
vehicle, as well as perform periodic re-routing of vehicles in
the communication range. Additionally, during path analysis,
the method uses Boltzmann probability distribution to avoid
simultaneously selecting the same path for a group of vehi-
cles. The approach from [57] extends the previous scheme
by adding a new definition of the Area of Knowledge (AoK)
which represents the area of responsibility of a single RSU.
The AoK might be greater than the communication range of
RSU. Therefore, the fog system is used to support the RSU
by implementing the data exchange between vehicles (outside
the RSU communication range). The vehicles should send
the traffic information to an RSU as soon as any vehicle has
entered the RSU coverage area.

In [58], Gomides presents a distributed multi-hop traffic
management system for traffic congestion minimization. The
method assumes that vehicles proactively disseminate data to
each other about the traffic conditions and react based on the
obtained information. Each vehicle stores the environmental
data represented by a directed graph where vertices denote
intersections of roads and edges represent road segments
connected to the roads. The weights of edges refer to the
congestion factor impacting the expected travel time. Each
vehicle analyzes the data and selects the best route using the
graph with data from other vehicles. If there is no information
about a specific road, the vehicle uses the Reactive Data Dis-
semination protocol to discover missing information about
the congestion factor of that road. The design of this method
doesn’t involve any infrastructure unit (i.e., RSU or cloud
server). The service execution is located at the edge of the
network and processing the service is done by edge nodes
only (i.e., vehicles), which is a good example of a fog-based
methodology.

In [59], Brandão et al. present a system that aims to reduce
congestion on roads caused by accidents. The system includes
three layers, namely (1) Accident Layer, (2) Traffic Man-
agement Layer, and (3) Smart City layer. In the Accident
Layer, vehicles are required tomonitor the embedded sensor’s
surroundings to detect accidents. If an accident is detected,
a multi-hop transmission is started to inform vehicles in the
vicinity about the event. In the TrafficManagement Layer, the
vehicles analyze the data from embedded sensors to predict
the road conditions. If any anomaly is detected, a vehicle
triggers the transmission to the vehicles located one hop
away. The Smart City layer is a sum of the previous two
layers and adds the communication with the infrastructure to
give more comprehensive information about the situation on
the road. This example shows the cooperation between vari-
ous devices at the edge of the network (vehicles, embedded
sensors). If more profound traffic knowledge is required, the
vehicles can exchange the data with RSUs. Although RSUs
are considered MEC system units, they can also be found in
a fog system.

In [60], Makarem et al. propose a decentralized
self-coordination of autonomous vehicles at intersections.
The goal is to implement cooperation between vehicles to
avoid accidents and ensure smooth driving without using
any additional infrastructure unit (i.e., an RSU). Vehicles
disseminate data to other vehicles about their position, speed,
path and expected arrival time at the intersection. The inter-
changed data enables the vehicles to calculate their speed
by deploying a dedicated decentralized navigation function.
Moreover, the authors introduce the functions to (1) calculate
the acceleration or deceleration of a vehicle to avoid colli-
sions and (2) weigh the beta-function to assign higher priority
to heavier vehicles.

In [61], Wu et al. introduce an intelligent control sys-
tem for traffic lights aimed at improving the coordination
of vehicles at intersections. Authors consider fog systems
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FIGURE 8. Example diagram of a vehicular network operation according to the fog architecture.

at intersections that include traffic light sensors monitoring
the traffic volume on roads and fog servers (referred to as
Edge Node Servers in Fig. 8) which analyze the data obtained
from sensors and manipulate the traffic lights. The fog server
is the main controller that manages traffic lights, calculates
the coordination function that requires information about the
number of vehicles on roads, verifies if it is influencing
the adjacent intersections and sets priorities for the roads.
It is worth noting that MEC RSUs can also offer the same
functionalities. Therefore, these devices may also be used to
run such a service.

In [62], Belyaev et al. present the overtaking assistance
system based on wireless video streaming. The proposed
architecture assumes that the overtaken vehicles (i.e., trucks)
transmit the front camera views to the vehicles behind that
are willing to start the overtaking maneuvers. This way, the
vehicles that obtain the frames can provide the drivers with
the actual frontal view of the vehicle in front of them. Such
support should increase road safety by providing the drivers
with relevant information to decide if the road conditions
are acceptable to start the overtaking maneuver. Further, the
authors consider image distortions and data transmission col-
lisions between two vehicles (the transmitting vehicle and the
gathering one) moving in opposite directions. The algorithm

for selecting the best transmission power is introduced to
solve that problem. As service provisioning doesn’t require
any infrastructure unit, this methodology can be considered
a fog-based system.

In [63], Tsugawa et al. propose a method of platooning
the automated trucks. It is assumed that trucks are controlled
independently and cooperate with each other to drive in
a group. The method requires vision units, a steering actuator
and a communication system. Every 20 ms, trucks exchange
data about their speed, acceleration, braking signal, platoon
ID and truck position. Then, the shared information between
trucks is used in the Longitudinal Control system that deploys
the Lyupanov stability method to maintain the speed of trucks
and keep the desired gap between the trucks. As this solution
doesn’t require any infrastructure, it can be considered as
a fog-based system. Comparing this method with the one
from [53] (which is a MEC-based platooning methodology),
this proposition is also suitable for rural roads because of its
infrastructureless communication.

In [64], Huang et al. propose a distributed cooperative con-
trol system so that each autonomous vehicle in a platooning
group can decide about its maneuvers by itself to enhance
the cruise flow of the whole platooning group. Vehicles in
a platoon are required to broadcast the information about
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TABLE 9. A summary of fog properties for the state-of-the-art solutions.

their motion states (the time and the location of maneuver)
to other vehicles in the group. No infrastructure at the edge
of the network is needed to support the transmission. Each
vehicle implements the predictive control model with an arti-
ficial potential field algorithm to select the best path and
optimize the motion control based on information from the
neighborhood (the vehicle’s sensors and the data transmitted
from other vehicles). We consider this method a fog-based
scheme because it is a distributed control system without any
infrastructure involvement.

Similar toMEC and cloudlet architectures, fog architecture
offers low communication latency. The difference is that in
fog systems vehicles can cooperate frequently to provide
a specific service or even manage traffic. The platooning
service is most often implemented in a decentralized manner,
i.e., only vehicles are obliged to decide on the movement
and the behavior of the entire platooning group. Therefore,
as outlined in [63] and [64], fog architecture is ideal for
delivering services of this type, as it inherently implies strong
cooperation between the end nodes (in this case, the vehi-
cles). Furthermore, fog architecture is very flexible because
it may utilize similar solutions as in other architectures,
e.g., using the cloud infrastructure for complex computations
or deploying RSUs as decision-making units in road traffic
management. For instance, the schemes from [56] and [57]
use RSUs to gather traffic situation information, analyze it
and select the best paths to avoid congestion. Vehicles can
further disseminate such information to other vehicles. In [58]
and [59], vehicles, in turn, collect and send information about
the traffic situation so that each vehicle can independently
choose the path to avoid congested roads.

The end nodes in a fog network can play a variety of
roles. On the one hand, the end-nodes can gather information
about the traffic and send this data to the central server
(i.e., RSU) to analyze the data and provide guidance to the
vehicles on how to behave on the road [61]. On the other
hand, it is possible to implement a system immune to the lack
of a central server in such a way that the vehicles exchange
information with each other and, at the same time, the vehicle
or the driver is directly responsible for traffic management
on the road [60], [62]. As summarized in Table 9, we highly
recommend fog systems for rural roads as they are able to
provide low communication delay even on roads outside the

city. It is a universal architecture for many use cases without
the requirement of infrastructure deployment.

VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we overviewed the available methods of sup-
porting the drivers and managing the traffic on roads. Each
method has been assigned by us to one of four architectures:
VCC, cloudlet, MEC, or fog. In this section, we take a closer
look at the pros and cons of the considered architectures to
summarize their usefulness in VANETs and specifically for
road traffic management.

A. CLOUD
The cloud approach highlighted in Section III is the only one
that offers enormous storage capacity and computing power.
As a result, only this system is capable of running applications
related to global traffic management. Therefore, a cloud-
based system is often considered in the VANET environment.

However, the cloud architecture is the only one most lim-
ited by the distance between the server and the end-user
(in this case, the vehicle). Such a long distance impacts
the communication delay, so it often cannot meet the time
requirements (mentioned in Section II) for the implemen-
tation of traffic management services. Therefore, the cloud
system should be considered at most a support for the ITS.

Building a new cloud infrastructure is very expensive.
Therefore, we assume that cities would find it easier to rent
cloud servers from corporations that have already deployed
such infrastructure. We are, however, concerned about a
potentially high dependence of cities on a cloud infrastruc-
ture provider who could monopolize the service prices when
drivers become dependent on a road traffic management ser-
vice or autonomous vehicles that would strongly cooperate
with the ITS.

B. CLOUDLET
The main goal of the cloudlet architecture discussed in
Section IV is to place servers close to end-users. In this
way, devices in the vicinity (e.g., telephones, OBUs, tablets)
are expected to easily use the computing power and mem-
ory capacity of the available servers. The cloudlet approach
enables to push the execution of the application to the server
in the vicinity, but these servers cannot manage the traffic
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on the roads. Since ITS applications and services are not
designed to be supported by the cloudlet system only, in this
survey, we highlighted the methods that should be executed
on the vehicle (OBU) side, but could be offloaded to the
servers in the proximity. In our opinion, such a modification
would improve the overall application performance to meet
all the ITS requirements. However, some important limita-
tions of the use of cloudlets should be noted.

Firstly, connectivity with cloudlets would have to occur
via a WiFi network. Compared to the cellular network,
WiFi has a short range. Considering the short range of
a WiFi network and high mobility of vehicles, it is required
to implement an efficient session transfer method between
cloudlets.

In an urban environment, cloudlet servers would have
a permanent source of energy. The low cost of a single server
allows setting up many servers in many different places.
However, it may be not easy to provide a permanent source
of energy in rural areas. Alternatively, it is possible to equip
the servers with renewable energy sources, but it would
dramatically increase the production costs of a single unit.
Additionally, in the non-urban area, the speed of vehicles is
much higher. At the same time, bearing in mind the short
range of any server, cloudlet servers would have to transfer
sessions between themselves often during a single journey of
a vehicle.

Cloudlet servers would increase the quality of infotainment
services, i.e., gaming, video streaming, and advertisements.
In the case of road traffic management, the most signifi-
cant help would be the provision of image processing ser-
vices. We believe that the cloudlet architecture cannot form
a standalone ITS supporting the traffic management service.
However, it would be an excellent element supporting the
ITS infrastructure, e.g., for a MEC RSU when such a unit
is heavily loaded.

C. MEC
The MEC system discussed in Section V implements the fea-
tures proposed not only to support drivers but also to manage
the road traffic with an authorization to send the orders to
the drivers/vehicles. In such a case, communication between
an RSU and vehicles can occur via a cellular network, signifi-
cantly increasing the range. Furthermore, the cellular network
enables monetizing the communication services between the
RSU and the vehicle, making the maintenance of the entire
MEC system easier.

However, we believe that the MEC system itself would
not provide an effective traffic management service. We are
concerned that if thousands of requests were sent to a single
RSU, it would disrupt the unit’s flawless operation. A nat-
ural solution would be to combine the MEC system with a
cloud system (or a cloudlet system) to unlock the possibil-
ity of offloading the tasks to other servers. In our opinion,
all respective use cases and requirements could be met in
a system that combines the MEC architecture and the cloud
architecture.

Also, we can see legal difficulties in introducing such
a system. For example, in the scenario where a given RSU
requests the driver to make a specific maneuver, if the driver
fails to do so, and in consequence, an accident happens –
who will be then to blame. The driver’s explanation could be
related, e.g., to not having seen the message.

How the problem of legacy vehicles would be solved if
there is no modern OBU, but the driver uses a mobile phone
only? Perhaps it is worthwhile to assign the information
disseminator roles to RSUs in the first stages of introducing
the MEC system. Additionally, only in the areas where only
autonomous vehicles are allowed, RSUs would have the role
of road managers.

D. FOG
In the fog architecture analyzed in Section VI, all edge nodes
can cooperate in executing applications. Additionally, idle
nodes can offer their computing power to other nodes in the
vicinity. In an ITS, vehicles can cooperate if the infrastructure
is unavailable, idle vehicles can be combined into local clouds
to deliver services to nearby active vehicles. An interesting
area to be explored is the monetization of fog device ser-
vices, i.e., how a terminal device can benefit from providing
services.

The execution of services constrained by V2V communi-
cations is an essential feature of fog architecture. The server
infrastructure may not be available in the out-of-town area,
or the connection could be burdened with additional com-
munication delays. Therefore, the implementation of a fog
system on rural roads seems to be inevitable.

We anticipate that the extension of the fog architecture
by other end nodes (e.g., mobile phones, tablets, road sen-
sors) may create difficulties in data aggregation and device
orchestration. When many different devices are connected,
this will increase the risk that the exchanged data might
become non-understandable because of different standards.
It may be not possible to standardize all devices. Such devices
shall comply with all possible standards for providing ser-
vices in the fog network while supporting infotainment, video
streaming, or even medical applications.

We believe that it is necessary to properly determine spe-
cific devices that can be present in the fog architecture of
a vehicular network and the implementation of road traffic
management services. For example, cell phones have very
little computing power. Even if a cloud with dozens of mobile
phones is created, it is still challenging to orchestrate all
the phones, and the energy in their batteries is limited. The
road traffic management aspect is also burdened with high
road safety requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to legally
regulate what specific devices could be connected to the fog
network (what parameters should characterize the devices,
e.g., computing power, storage and energy resources).

VIII. SUMMARY
In this survey, we have reviewed the applications of
VANET network architectures dedicated to road traffic
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management and their potential implementation based on
clouds, cloudlets, MEC, and fog systems. We looked at the
requirements provided by institutions such as ETSI and C2C-
CC. The main problem that future communication networks
are likely to face in supporting transport systems is ensuring
short delays during data transmission. In particular, appli-
cations that affect road safety (e.g., traffic management at
intersections, traffic and road awareness, congestion avoid-
ance, lane change assistance, emergency vehicles prioritiza-
tion) require short transmission delays to react quickly to
dynamic changes on roads. The considered network archi-
tectures (such as cloudlet, MEC, and fog) typically push
application execution to the edge of the network to reduce
this delay.

With many vehicles in cities, congestion on roads, high
fuel consumption and air pollution are common problems.
Considering this aspect, dedicated traffic management con-
trollers seem to be the best solution. Such controllers should
be responsible for a specific area (e.g., at intersections in a
designated areawith effective communication coverage) to be
able to handle all vehicle requests. Therefore, we recommend
the MEC architecture for traffic management applications in
urban areas. Typically, the MEC architecture assumes the use
of RSUs, which are dedicated units to support the ITS and
have the role of the main manager.

A different scenario characterizes road traffic in a non-
urban environment. The use of RSUs in all such areas would
be an expensive solution. In addition, RSUs would still have
to update their information on distant non-urban areas to be
able to implement, e.g., vehicle re-routing or traffic aware-
ness. Therefore, in this case, we are convinced that fog archi-
tecture is necessary, as it provides collaboration between edge
nodes (in this case, vehicles) by default.

The cloudlet system involves using smaller servers to sup-
port the edge nodes in the network. This is a big advan-
tage, especially when considering electric vehicles. However,
it cannot be the main traffic management system but only
serve as a support system for vehicles and ITSs. An inter-
esting case is the use of a cloud infrastructure because a long
distance between vehicles and cloud servers would cause high
communication delays. This aspect should be an eliminating
factor in the context of choosing a leading trafficmanagement
system.

Nevertheless, the cloud infrastructure offers enormous
computing power, which is crucial when implementing appli-
cations with high computational complexity (e.g., predicting
the volume of road traffic in a given area, taking hundreds
of parameters into account). For this reason, we believe that
future ITSs will use the cloud infrastructure in the event of
system overloading. It is important to find a proper balance
between performing computations close to users versus pro-
ceeding with the same operations in the cloud.

In Section IV related to cloudlets, we took into account
the methods that would be executed at the vehicle side (in
OBUs). Currently, the literature only very rarely takes into
account the use of cloudlets in the context of supporting the

drivers or road traffic management. Therefore, in Section IV,
we provided our recommendations to redesign the available
methods in such a way that their implementation could be
pushed into the cloudlet. In addition, we took into account
the methods that provide services based on one architecture.
Consideration of hybrid architectures that combine variety of
architectures (e.g., fog, cloud and MEC based architectures,
etc.) remains an open area for further research.
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